ASESC Newsletter
Term 1 - Week 05 - 2022
Albany Secondary Education Support Centre acknowledges that traditional owners of this land on which our school is located,
the Menang people of the Noongar nation. We pay our respects to ancestors and Elders, past and present. ASESC is
committed to honouring Australian Aboriginal peoples' unique cultural and spiritual relationship to the land, waters, and seas.

Dear parents and carers
Welcome to our first newsletter for the 2022 school year; a special welcome to the families of our new
students, I really hope your child has settled well into our school and is enjoying learning and making new
friends.
After a year’s leave I am absolutely thrilled to be back at our school catching up with everyone and getting
to know our new students and their families. It is heartening to see how students have matured and so
many of them have started thinking about work and life after school. I firmly believe we have outstanding
staff who support all our students with excellent programs and show great care for each child. Often
visitors to our school comment on how committed, diligent and caring our staff are.
I’d like to welcome new teachers Brett Limpus who is teaching upper school this year and Haydn Mansell
who is the coordinating teacher for our care team who’s focus is on student positive behaviour and
wellbeing.
We had our first assembly for the year on Tuesday; Mr Mansell explained how the care team help
students, student councillors spoke well, the audience was great, nearly all students were wearing school
uniform, a number of merit certificates were awarded and the student from each class who received the
highest number of points for positive behaviour chose a prize. It was a great celebration.
You will have seen the email or letter I sent you about what we will do if a COVID positive case affects our
school. Please be assured we are very prepared and I have a lot of support form the Department of
Education and Health. In the event that I need to contact you, I will send a text message via MGM
Outreach, as I have done previously and may also send you an email, but I will let you know and I will be
very clear. Our school will remain open to students and staff who are not infected or close contacts and
we will continue to teach as well as we can, but the main focus will be your child’s wellbeing and routine.
We are trialling a different format of the Reporting To Parents (RTP) system that was started last year; it
is a little more time consuming to write than we expected, therefore IEPs may be sent to you a week or so
later than usual. Please know your child’s learning is not at all compromised, it is simply the writing of it
that is taking more time. The IEP is also likely to look a bit different to what you’ve seen at our school
previously, but if your child has been in a mainstream school it will be more familiar to you. I am interested
in your feedback about the format and we are likely to also send out a simple survey later in the year
when you have received both an Individual Education Plan (IEP) and a report.
Our teachers and I welcome feedback from you regarding how your child is going, anything you’ve
observed at home that could be helpful and any good news. It is also really important that if there’s
anything at home that may affect how your child is on any particular day please let us know so we can
support your child too.
Warm Regards
Karen Campbell
Principal

Secondary Assistance
Scheme Applications
can be lodged up until
the last day of Term 1.

Albany Secondary Education Support Centre
Email: Albany.SESC@education.wa.edu.au
Phone: 08 9844 2550
Website: www.albanysecondaryesc.wa.edu.au
65 Anson Road ALBANY WA 6330
Excellence in Specialised Education

C1 Class Report—Miss Piers
It has been an exciting and enjoyable start to the school year in C1. We have experienced a few
changes, student swaps and new members of the class! Whilst we did have the incredible and
charismatic Will in our class, he unfortunately moved to C2, Will is greatly missed by all. In his place
Sam moved to C1, we have found Sam to be a lovely addition to our classroom. The kind hearted
Prahnee has joined C1 as well and it has been a delight to see her settle in to the class atmosphere.
Here is just a little insight into our amazing members of the C1 classroom:
We have the wonderful Ruby who loves her dolls, family and her dogs Chippy and Sammy.
Ruby is making lots of new friends and making leaps and bounds with her communication on
her device.
The bubbly Ashlyn who is always keen to take on any big class job and challenge anyone to
a game of Uno. Ashlyn is learning about being a good friend, listening carefully and following
instructions.
We also have the adventurous Alex who loves to rock out to Queen and show off his
excellent stomping skills. Alex has been greeting his classmates using his device, swimming
like a champion in the ALAC pool and engaging in group activities.
Hamish our happy dynamo! Hamish has been working extremely hard learning new life skills
such as clothes pegging, some Key Word Signs and sock pairing. Hamish has also been
experimenting making different substances and loving the different textures.
We have Seth the inquisitive hard worker! Seth is making such huge progress this term, from
learning independent skills to improving his general all round behaviour towards people.
Seth works extremely hard and is always willing to try new tasks. He loves learning to do the
dishes and measuring different materials.
Our newest and most responsible member of the class is Prahnee who has been a positive
addition to the class. Prahnee loves the West Coast Eagles and talking about her family. She
will make a lovely role model to her fellow peers.
And last but not least we have the cheeky and strong willed Sam! Sam is making major
progress in his ability to communicate using his device and has started to greet his
classmates. He loves music and going out on Bushranger excursions.

C2 Class Report—Mr Jarzabek

Hello and welcome to C2’s first newsletter
of 2022.
What a start to the year it has been!!
We welcome all new students and staff to
ASESC and hope you are all settling in
well.
C2 class has had some small student
changes to ensure the most appropriate
learning environment for all students
concerned.
Maths and English diagnostic assessments
have taken up the majority of our mornings
with most students completing them, allowing us to set IEP goals for each student.
We welcome a plethora of new teachers and
EAs, and the introduction of a few new programs such as Supported Community Pathways and Noongar language blended with
other programs like Bush Rangers. We all
look forward to providing students a learning
environment that allows all students to
demonstrate their skills and knowledge to the
best of their abilities whilst ensuring that
their time at ASESC is safe and enjoyable.

Kind regards Mr Jarzabek

C3 Class Report—Mrs Craig
The students in C3 have settled in very quickly and have been
working really hard on learning new things. Here’s a reflection from
some of the students on the year so far….
In Maths we have been learning place value. I have learnt where the ten
goes and where the ones and hundreds and where the thousand goes.
By Cody
In Science we are learning about heat and energy. We used ice blocks to melt. I put the timer
on. I put the ice on the ground in the sun to melt it quicker. It takes a little bit longer to melt on
the bottle lid.
Isaac
I do art with Mrs McComb. I did the colour wheel. I plan on doing architecture design when I
finish school.
Jake
On Tuesday, Oliver and I go to Mr Turner’s class to do Relationships in ASDAN. I am learning
about myself and the changes in my body.
Paul
On Thursday, Mrs Mills comes to our class to teach us about planting and growing vegies and
fruit. When they are ready to be picked, we will cook them in the kitchen to eat. I like this task
because I like cooking.
Oliver
In HASS we looked at Google Earth on the interactive whiteboard. We found where Australia
was and zoomed in to locate Albany. The view of Australia looked brown, but when we saw
Albany it was green. It was fun!
Lachie
In cooking we have been cooking things in a mug. We cooked it in the microwave and then we
ate it.
Seth
In Health, we have been talking about hygiene. There are 7 steps to washing your hands.
By Rhyan

C4 Class Report—Ms Morrow
There is a new tribe in C4 and they are all settling in really well. They have enjoyed getting to
know each other. So far this term the students have engaged in art, cooking, swimming and
various other activities. Here is something about each student:

I’m Mitchell. I am in
year 9. I like soccer,
swimming and doing
art. I am really enjoying
making friends. I can
run really fast and I am
great at drawing.

My name is Kaden. I
am in year 8. I enjoy
being in C4 because
the work is fun. On
Thursday we go
swimming. I like playing in the whirlpool.

My name is Tony. I am in
year 8. I started at
ASESC last year and I
have been having fun
here. I have really
enjoyed making new
friends, and I enjoy
hanging out with them at
school.

My name is Sebastian.
I am in year 8. Something that I like in C4
is making friends.
Sometimes when we
come back from break
we watch Satisfying
Videos.

My name is
Tim. I am in year 9. I
really enjoy swimming
and doing art. I have
enjoyed talking to Ms
Morrow when we
walk in the bush.
My name is Grace. I
am in year 9. I love
doing art and painting. I have enjoyed
playing lawn bowls
in the classroom and
playing with blue
playdough.

My name is Zearben. I
am in year 9. I like
swimming, watching
TV and gardening. I
really like learning
about animals.

My name is Ms Morrow. This is my 3rd
year at ASESC. I really enjoy helping
people and building strong relationships
with students.
I’m very excited for the year ahead.

C5 Class Report—Mr Turner
A huge welcome to all our new year 7 students and their families to our wonderful school community.
Indeed, the manner in which the students have transitioned into the school and class environments
has been very promising, boding well for the year ahead, and it is great to hear all the class members
use wonderful manners throughout all their learning environments.
In addition, a special mention must be given to our year 8 students Jayden, Noah and Karra for
providing encouragement and support to the new students.
The students have begun the year working very diligently to learn several new concepts across a
variety of curriculum subjects. In Science, we are investigating whether volcanoes come in different
shapes and, importantly, where they are located. In Mathematics, we are learning what a fraction is
and how they are constructed, whilst a big welcome to Mrs Simpson who is teaching a variety of new
words in the Noongar language.
We have been improving their fitness levels too, completing morning fitness daily whilst developing
their technical and teamwork skills in Tennis and Handball. I think that 2022 is going to be a great
year!
Mark Turner
C5 Class Teacher.

In Maths, Karra used dough to
demonstrate that the bottom number of a fraction tells you how many
parts there are in the whole.

C6 Class Report - Ms Pievaioli

Time flies when you are having fun!
I cannot believe it is halfway through term 1 already. The students in C6 have settled in
comfortably and have met the high expectations set for them.
We have completed diagnostic testing in English and Mathematics which will guide the
content that the students require to learn to grow academically. We have also studied World
War II in HASS and explored how DNA makes us unique – Did you know that half of our DNA
is shared with bananas? Nature is quite amazing.
In Phys Ed we have learnt the basic skills to play tennis, it’s great to see the students
enjoying themselves and practising at the same time. We also have been cooking up a storm;
banana choc chip muffins, chocolate brownies, pasta bake and beef enchiladas.
We will continue to make good progress here and I hope that all who read this have had a
fantastic start to the year.
Ms Pievaioli
C6 Teacher

C8 Class Report—Mr Butler
It has been a great start to the year in C8. Everyone has
been focused and ready to learn.
In Maths this term the class have worked hard completing baseline
assessments to see what areas of the subject needs more focus. Following
on from these important assessments, the class have been working on
place value. The students have been reading numbers, identifying values of
digits within numbers and using their understanding to complete simple
and complex partitioning of large numbers.
Amazing effort from the C8 team.
The class have been working hard to complete their letters and sound assessments so far this year.
In writing the class have been thinking about presentation in workbooks and have started looking at
the features of simple sentences and completing their own sentences using picture prompts.
In business, the school company ‘ASESC Rec Collection’ helped setting up the new donation points.
This involves adapting the bins by cutting holes in the tops and fitting locks to improve security, as well
as designing new posters to communicate the business aims and charity of
the year.
The students met one of the business partners, Paul Lionetti, and showed
professionalism when making fantastic first impressions. From Thursday,
students will be putting into practice communication and customer service
when collecting from these a number of sites .
The Community Work Crew have started
planning their first major project of the year at
Camp Quaranup. This will require training in
a wide range of manual tools, using the
correct Personal Protective Equipment, taking
accurate measurements of the site and
materials, and coming up with a timeline for
completion. The team have already shown
great communication and teamwork in the
first few weeks of the program.

Well done everyone on an
awesome Term 1 so far.
Keep it up!
Mr Butler. C8

C9 Class Report—Mr Limpus
C9 has kicked off 2022 with a BANG!
We have spent time getting to know each other and
been working hard completing all of our diagnostic
assessments for our new teacher, Mr Limpus. He has
helped us look at what we would like to achieve in our
futures after we finish school.
Despite the setback of having to wear our masks in
class, we’ve been able to jump straight into a lot of our
upper school programs such as; Cert I in Business,
Containers for Change, school work crew, community work crew, Bush Rangers and work
place learning.
Deb Guest has been amazing and secured a range of great workplace learning opportunities
for most of us already. With a few more of us planning to start in the coming weeks.

In class we have spent some time
looking into different mobile phone
providers and their plans with the aim
of comparing them against each other
to find the best deal and best value for
our money (or our parents’ money at
the moment). We hope that this will
make us think hard about how we will
want to spend and keep our hard
earned money in the future.

Bush Rangers

Ms Bailey, Jacob, Todd, Timothy, Mr Crossley, Ka The Moo, Toby, Jonathon, Sarah
Miss Piers, Luke, Samuel, Liam, Isaac and James.

Miss Lynam, Miss Arnold, Liam, Ms Bailey, Ashlyn, Miss Piers, Mrs Ocumen, Shania, Monty, William, Janel, Ruby, Alex
Absent : Bella, Samuel and Prahnee.

Literacy and AAC—Mrs Claessens
Literacy and AAC at ASESC
AAC is short for Augmentative Alternative Communication

This means: Communication devices, systems, strategies
or tools that replace or support natural speech such as
Eye-Gaze devices, PODD book, iPad with Proloquo2Go
application and visual charts. These tools support students who have difficulty speaking.

Myths Busting fact #1
Myth

Research Shows

AAC stops or hinders 
speech development. 

This is a natural concern parents have for their child who has difficulty speaking.
AAC can improve speech development. (Miller, 2000.Romski, 2005).



AAC reduces the (cognitive and motor) demands; which may in fact help future
speech production.



Individuals can utilise AAC and speech as a (multimodal) communication system.

Warm regards
Jane Claessens
ASESC Literacy and AAC Co-ordinator

Exciting news! The Variety Bash is coming
to Albany!
We are really excited to be hosting the Variety Club
Bash in August; we expect about 40 cars of various
themes will visit our school . Students will have the
opportunity to talk to their favourite characters and
even go for a ride in the cars, with parent permission.
Variety would love to allocate funds to support kids so
if there’s something your child would like order to live
a better life, Variety support communication devices,
scholarships or experiences, please apply at

Variety.org.au

STEM—Mrs Bjork-Henderson
STEM is an acronym for Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics and draws from all
those learning areas and is usually applied practically via design, construction and programming.
Sustainability is also a key component in the STEM curriculum.
This term we have had a focus on time and how we know it passes without devices. We have
explored how the sun and moon has given us time concepts, but also discussed how seasons and
life cycles of plants, animals and humans inform us that time passes.
We have created sundials, looked at the direction and length of shadows during the day and also
experimented with water clocks and calibrating candles to measure time.
There are so many sayings about time. We kill time. We save time. We rob and get robbed of time.
We lose time and we have all the time in the world….. A favourite is: ‘Time flies when you’re having
fun’ and these first five weeks have certainly flown.
Have a look at these photos of the students exploring the topic.
Until next time, remember ‘Time is the most valuable thing a man [person] can spend. Theophrastus

Exploring length and direction of shadows.

Calibrating a candle to
burn for five minutes.

Experimenting with a water clock and creating and using a sundial.

School Work Crew

School Work
Crew!
The School Work Crew have been working hard on
Wednesdays to help Andrea from the City of Albany with the
Give Write Program. Give Write take donations of new and
used stationery to recycle, repackage and re-gift to kids in need in WA. The School Work Crew were
tasked with sorting, cleaning, checking for quality and repackaging the donations into pencil cases
ready for students in need in the region.
We were able to make 20 pencil cases ready for students or their teachers who request help.
Andy said “there will be a lot of happy kids” and Joe said that he hopes that the students will have a
great school year.

School Work Crew

School Work Crew Pop Up Shop
School Work crew in 2021 created a large variety of products and we still have a small selection available for
sale. All items were designed and created by the School Work Crew in 2021.
If you would like to know more about what items are still available for sale then you can email the School Work
Crew at Deborah.Guest@education.wa.edu.au and the students will email you on Wednesday afternoons.
Students at the end of last year voted and chose to give $200 to Fishability Albany who support many of our
students to go fishing.

For Sale
Tie Dyed Towels

$8

Shampoo and Conditioner Bars

$6 each

Soaps

$4

Scholastic book club orders have
been distributed.

Bath Bombs

$4

Foot Scrub

$2

Due Date— 14 March 2022.

Mugs

$3.50

Coasters

$10

Hair Bows

$4

2022 WA School Holidays and Term Dates
Period

Start

Finish

Term 1

Monday 31st January,

Friday 8th April

School Holidays

Saturday 9th April

Sunday 24th April

Term 2

Tuesday 26th April

Friday 1st July

School Holidays

Saturday 2nd July

Sunday 17th July

Term 3

Tuesday 19th July

Friday 23rd September

School Holidays

Saturday 24th September

Sunday 7th October

Term 4

Monday 10th October

Thursday 15th December

ASESC - Important Dates 2022
ANZAC Day 25th April - ANZAC march
Public Holidays:
Labour Day 7th March
Good Friday 15th April
Easter Monday 18th April
ANZAC Day 25th April
WA Day 6th June
School Development Days—Students do not attend School on these days.
Friday , 27th June
Monday, 18th July
Friday , 11th November (Albany Show Day)

School Photos Friday 18th
March
Please advise if your child will be absent on Friday as we can
arrange to have their photo taken on The Thursday 17th March.
Your child’s photo form needs to be returned to the school no
later than Monday 14th March. This form is needed back at
school whether your family is ordering photos or not.

Behaviour and Wellbeing
Hello everyone,
My name is Haydn Mansell and I am the new Behaviour and Wellbeing Coordinator (Care team) here at
ASESC. Amidst my fast paced introduction to this wonderful school I thought it would be a good idea to
briefly introduce myself. Before I do I’d like to acknowledge the rest and indeed the best of the Care Team.
Hayley (Behaviour & Care EA), Chrissy (Behaviour & Care EA) and Greg (School Chaplain).
We have an amazing group of professionals who have consistently impressed me with their calm, caring,
student focused approaches and their incredible
work ethics. A big thanks to all of them for helping
me settle in to this new role.
Now a little about me;
My passion for supporting students with complex
and challenging needs pre-dates my professional
life and was first developed in the family home
where I was raised by my remarkable single mother
alongside my brother Gareth who was born with severe Cerebral Palsy. Within my professional career I
have spent 6 years teaching at an Education Support School where I primarily focused upon
supporting students with Autism Spectrum Disorder.
During this time I became a school leader in the Behaviour and Engagement space. As part of that role I
became accredited in a range of Trauma and Developmental Disability specific behaviour support and deescalation strategies and understandings. These competencies led to a position as a Consulting Teacher
for the School of Special Educational Needs: Behaviour and Engagement. As a part of that role I supported students with special educational needs across the Pilbara and Great Southern both directly through
support and intervention, and indirectly through teacher coaching, behaviour planning consultation, and
the delivery of whole school professional learnings.
Coming in to 2022 my family and I have been very grateful to settle into the Great Southern region and I
am really looking forward to learning from all the incredible people here at ASESC whilst simultaneously
using the knowledge and skills that I already have to improve the way in which we respond to and support
our students and staff.

School Nurse
Hello my name is Cathy Watson and I am the school nurse for ASESC.
I work Mondays to Thursday, and can be contacted on 9892 0622 or my mobile 0437
287 706.
My role is to support the school and manage health issues of students. This includes
developing care plans for medical issues such as diabetes, epilepsy and anaphylaxis/
allergies and providing assistance and/or advice on a health issue or if there is a
medical emergency. Please note that I am not available for all first aid and I am not
available for home visits.
I also help coordinate the immunisations offered at school for year 7 and 10 students. I also run some
classes on health related subjects, such as childbirth as I used to be a midwife.
If you have a concern or query regarding your child’s health and you would like me to see them please ring
and leave me a message or contact the school and they will pass on the message.

Community News

